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Taros Routing

Routing setup is done by selecting “View->Routing Setup” on the menu. Each port will 
have a name (Vodacom, MTN, PABX, OVERFLOW etc.) The routing setup determines 
what numbers will be send to what port.

● For the above setting, all incoming calls starting with 072,076,079,082,085,0711 
and 0712 will be send to ports named VODACOM. 

● If none are available, it will try ports named OVERFLOW. 
● If still no port available, it will either reject the call or pass it through to the opposite 

E1 card, depending on whether the “Advanced PRI setting” is set to “Reject calls 
that cannot be routed” or “Pass calls that cannot be routed through to next PRI”. 
See: “Other settings affecting Taros routing” for more information.



More Routing examples

● For the above setting, all incoming calls starting with 073,078 and 083 will be send 
to ports named MTN. Because the second route is also MTN, it will only try ports 
named MTN. 

● If no MTN ports are available, it will either reject the call or pass it through to the 
opposite E1 card, depending on whether the “Advanced PRI setting” is set to 
“Reject calls that cannot be routed” or “Pass calls that cannot be routed through to 
next PRI”. See: “Other settings affecting Taros routing” for more information.



● The above settings doesn't have any entries in the Prefixes or Extensions, so it will 
be ignored. (The “Route these calls to..” settings can have any value, because it will 
be ignored)



Extension Routing

If you want to force numbers from certain extension to a specific route, you can add the 
extensions in the “Extensions for this route” box.
For an incoming call, the Taros will first look at the extension where it comes from, and if 
there is a match in the “Extensions” table, the extension setting will overwrite the “Dialing 
prefixes” setting.

● For the above setup, all oncoming calls from extensions: 1234,1235,1236 and 1237 
will be routed to ports named INVALID. 

● If no INVALID ports are available (if no ports are named INVALID, it will never find 
an available port), it will either reject the call or pass it through to the opposite E1 
card, depending on whether the “Advanced PRI setting” is set to “Reject calls that 
cannot be routed” or “Pass calls that cannot be routed through to next PRI”. 

● This is useful on a scanning unit where certain extensions are connected to a fax 
machine. All numbers dialed from that extension will pass through to your PSTN 
(Telkom) and never to the GSM ports.



Other settings affecting Taros routing

Clicking on a PRI card shows the port settings. Go to the “Adv. PRI Settings” tab.

The “Action for unrouted calls” determines how the Taros will handle calls that couldn't be 
routed with the Routing setup.

Reject Calls that cannot be routed: This is the default for non-scanning units. If a call 
cannot be routed, the Taros will reject it (with the “ISDN Call Reject Cause Code” 
specified) and the rerouting of the call will be left to the PBX that send the call.

Pass calls that cannot be routed through to next PRI: This is the default for the port 
connected to the PBX on scanning units. If a call cannot be routed, the Taros will pass it 
through to the opposite PRI (thus from PBX to PSTN.) Where opposite means from top 
PRI to bottom PRI or from bottom PRI to top PRI.

Pass ALL calls through to next PRI: This is the default for the port connected to the 
PSTN on scanning units. For incoming calls on this PRI, the Taros will ignore the routing 
setup and always pass the call through to the opposite PRI (thus all calls coming form 
PSTN/Telkom will be passed through to the PBX). 



Advanced Routing Settings

On the Routing setup more settings can be added after each prefix.

The format is as follows:
Prefix,<digits delete count>,<digits add>,<wait for extra digits>

Digits delete count: Specify the number of digits to delete from incoming calls 
Digits Add: Specify the digits to add to incoming calls
Wait for extra digits: If an incoming call with the matched prefix has more digits than 
specified in the E1 setup, wait for the specified number of digits or until timeout specified 
on E1

Examples:
2772,2,0: Incoming number 27721234567 will be changed to: 0721234567
2722,3,08:  Incoming number 27221234567 will be changed to: 0821234567
00,,,20: For incoming numbers starting with 00 (international), wait for 20 digits (or timeout)
001,,14:  For incoming numbers starting with 001, wait for 14 digits (or timeout)


